AAU HIGHLIGHTS 2019
JANUARY 2019

Enhancing Tolerance Values and developing cooperation through the Student’s Training among the Arab World
FEBRUARY 2019

Launching the 5th season of the “Scientific Excellence Competition”
MARCH 2019

Hosting more than 50 researchers and academicians in the 4th Regional Pharmacy Faculty Development Workshop
APRIL 2019

Launching the “Champion of Tolerance” by the Ministry of Tolerance
“Master of Criminal Sciences” a new program in the College of Law
The College of Communication and Media obtained AQAS Accreditation
Bachelor of Science in “CYBERSECURITY”, a new program in the College of Engineering
JULY 2019

Launching the Tolerance Summer Camp for the first time
The name of Al Ain University of Science and Technology changes to “Al Ain University”
SEPTEMBER 2019

Al Ain University got the Highest QS Stars Rating in Teaching and Inclusiveness
The new building expansion operates with three colleges.
OCTOBER 2019

Sheikh Nahyan Bin Mubarak attends the Year of Tolerance batch graduation ceremony
AAU Chancellor participates in the Knowledge Summit 2019 to Empower the People of Determination role in sustainable development.
DECEMBER 2019

More than 50 Researchers hosted by AAU in the ACIT Conference
Happy New Year
كل عام وأنتم بخير